In 1960, Indonesia Advertising agency got their attention back from foreign producers. The main factor was the uncertainty of nation's security and political condition after independence until 1966s. At that time, producers of services and goods faced some troubles to sell their products due to Indonesian's purchasing power was in a low rate, besides the nation's security and political condition. Since Suharto became a second president in Indonesia, foreign investors started to join in. However, in 1970s, there were not many advertising agencies. In other hand, it was not easy for producers to choose the right advertising agency, because they would checked an agency based on their portfolios. If an agency had worked with a foreign client, so the agency would have a big chance to work with these foreign producers. This is one of a real sample that happened in 1970. Now days, the conditions become more complex, because local agencies should compete with foreign agencies which had similar cultural background with the foreign producers. Intercultural communication becomes a challege yet an opportunity for the local agencies. how do managers deal with challenges and manage them into opportunities to win the foreign producers? A qualitative methodology with phenomenology was used in this study. The success of local agencies to get foreign producers was because they have workers who have experience in working with foreign agencies. so they realize that it is important to have knowledge about their clients' culture to support their work.
Introduction
Intercultural communication plays a role in success of business activities [1] . An entrepreneur who applies intercultural communication in his business would lessen a miscommunication with his clients. Advertising agencies are marketing communication business which connecting producers (clients) and consumers.
Advertising agencies need to pay attention to culture that their clients' had in order to succeed their cooperation. Length of the cooperation itself would be determined by the success of advertising agencies themselves to understand their clients' culture [2] . Verdar stated that clients in USA tend to use agencies who are also from USA. They are really proud of their local producers and products. Basically, every groups have ethnocentric attitude and stereotyping [3] A meeting between clients and advertising agencies hold at creative brief and pitching [4] . In this meeting the client would deliver their reasons for conducting a marketing communication to the invited advertising agencies [5] . After the meeting, the advertising agencies designed concepts of marketing communication that would be presented to their clients based on their appointed time. The presentation of marketing communication concepts
Method of Research
Researcher conducted a research in the oldest advertising agency in Indonesia that is still operating until now. The tight business competition has made local advertising agencies lose from foreign agencies. The researcher chose this local advertising agency because of its ability in facing the tight competition with foreign agencies.
This research used qualitative methodology. Phenomenology is used as a Method in data submission and data analysis. Deep interview is used by researcher to one informant in data submissions. Documents from book which describes advertising agencies' condition are also used to support researcher in data processing.
The informants have position as Chief Operating Officer (COO) and Human Capital Development (HCD). COO plays a role in managing the operational workflow that carried out by his subordinates, such as Account Director, Account Planner, Creative Group Head, and Creative Director. Researcher need information about his experiences in handling foreign clients because COO is often communicating with them.
The collected data were analyzed by researcher. Analysis results were confirmed by the informant. With the interviewee, researcher arranged four meeting in order to submit and confirm the data. The data analysis result that conducted by researcher could be changed after confirming to the informant. If there is a lack in analysis results, an improvement would be provided by interviewee would be the right data. The informant are people who have many experience in running the advertising agency. Therefore, a correction in analysis result became a refinement of this research.
Researcher chose to keep the advertising agency and informants' name as a secret in order to not to disturb their business activities and as the shown data is sensitive.
Language as a Challenge and an opportunity
The informant is a COO that has experience working in Japan and US Advertising Agency before he works at his recent agency. He also had been pitching with clients from Japan and Europe.
When he delegated his agency to Japan to do pitching with one clients from Japan, at that time, he went with Dentsu Indonesia's delegation. For information, the client is a well known brand in Indonesia.
The interviewee lost from Dentsu Indonesia before the pitching was held. When they both took the same taxi to attend the pitching activity, the Dentsu's delegation was called by the clients. They communicated by using Japanese. The situation became more complex when the clients wanted to talk with the informant by using Japanese, too. However, he could not speak in Japanese, so the communication between clients and the interviewee was failed, even the pitching had not been started yet. It happened because the clients decided to meet with Dentsu Indonesia's delegation only.
Dentsu is advertising agency from Japan which has more than 100 branches in many countries, included Indonesia. Dentsu is more than 100 years old agency. Therefore, this agency has a great knowledge in marketing business communication [12] The informant's experience in handling the clients from Germany was different with the Japanese client. At that time, he still worked with BBDO Indonesia Branch. BBDO is one of foreign advertising agency which had a branch in Indonesia. He conducted a global pitching for 'Bayer' brand. Its products had distributed in many countries, included Indonesia.
Global pitching, according to informant, means when an advertising agency taken a contract from a client, so the advertising agency would handle the marketing communication in several countries that had been determined before.
Communication Strategy is a Solution
The failure of informant in handling Japanese client did nkt mean that he could not get clients from Japan. It was proven by some Japanese brands agreed to collaborate with his agency, such as KAO, Honda, and Mandom. To conduct a pitching in Japan, he was absolutely lost due to his inability to speak in Japanese. However, Japanese companies that were based in Indonesia, recruited managers who were Indonesian.
The informant did a communication approach with the Indonesian managers, so he could win contracts with these well known brands. However, during the collaboration, the managers always reminded him to worked hard because their reputation was staked in front of their Japanese bosses.
Discussion
Language is a main factor of advertising agency' success to collaborate with Japan and Europe companies. Individual's ability in using communication symbols that could be understood by people who involved with the communication, become significant symbols that leading to a collaboration [11] . Collaboration that happened between two different organizations, created new values [10] . Communication experience determined the success of advertising agencies in conducting a collaboration with their clients. Communication strategies created because of the informant's experience in handling the clients. When he failed to get the Japanese client, it did not mean that he would be failed in getting another Japanese clients. Communication strategy needs to be arranged in order to get another Japanese clients. The informant made an approach to Indonesian manager as a communication strategy. He did a manipulated symbolic in order to get the contract as also delivered by [10] 
Conclusion
Advertising agency needs to recruit workers who have experiences with foreign agencies. They have experience both in foreign language and communication strategies to get contract with clients. Workers' ability in using foreign language would make it easy to get clients. However, a competent worker not only depending to his ability in using other language, but also his ability in using communication strategies that make the collaboration happened.
